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In order to better understand pretactical phase flowmanagement with the flight plan centralized processing at its core, based on the
flight plan centralized processing system and track-based operation, the aircraft’s 4D trajectory planning challenges require a
deeper level of analysis. Firstly, through establishing a flight performance prediction model, in which the flight plan data is
extracted and the time when an aircraft passed a specified waypoint is calculated, a 4D flight prediction can be derived.
Secondly, the air traffic flow of the waypoint is calculated, and a converging point along a flight route is selected. Through
adjusting the time and speed of the aircraft passing this point, conflict between aircraft is avoided. Finally, the flight is verified
by CCA1532, with the connecting flight plan centralized processing center set in line with the company’s requirements. The
results demonstrate that according to flight plans, the 4D trajectory of the aircraft can be predicted with the nearest minute and
second, and the flow of a total of 20 aircraft within one hour before and after the passage of CCA1532 at key point WADUK
can be calculated. When there is a conflict of 88 s between the convergence point and flight B, the speed of B aircraft is adjusted
from 789 km/h to 778 km/h, and the time of passing the WADUK point is increased by 7 s, thereby realizing the conflict-free
trajectory planning of the two flights.

1. Introduction

As air traffic increases, flight delays and controller workload
have increased. China has proposed a new generation of air
traffic management systems with TBO (track-based opera-
tion) as its core, establishing a centralized processing center
for flight plans. The combination of the two measures
achieves flow management and trajectory planning of the
pretactical and strategic stages and has become an effective
means to improve the efficiency of airspace operations with
less separation and higher air traffic flow. In addition, other
benefits include realizing the sequencing and scheduling of
flights, conflict detection and release, accurate aircraft transit
time, and coordinated release and decision-making between
the control center and airlines.

Research on trajectory planning includes proposing
aerodynamic models and kinematic equations for trajectory
forecasting [1]. Literature [2] proposed a hybrid estimation

algorithm; however, it did not consider the performance of
the aircraft type, making it is difficult to ensure the accuracy
of trajectory predictions. In terms of conflict relief, the main
issues are changing altitude, speed, and course. Changes in
flight altitude can effectively resolve conflicts, but climbing
and traversing altitude levels can easily cause interference
with other aircraft and increase controller workload. The
method of speed regulation has been shown to be more con-
ducive to the processing of flight plans and coordinated
decision-making with airlines. Published literature proposed
[3] using aircraft-based ADS-B data Dhief to establish a
speed-based conflict relief model; however, the article does
not consider fuel consumption and flight path prediction,
with further verification needed. In 2012, Lu proposed Petri
net-based methods with maximum algebraic to conduct tra-
jectory prediction and conflict resolution for multiple aircraft
conflicts in the terminal area, principally through establish-
ing discrete and continuous hybrid trajectory planning
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models and set services. In the interim, each interval serves
an aircraft, and conflict relief of waypoints is realized in the
terminal area based on time and speed [4]. Chaimatanan
et al. proposed adjusting the take-off time, horizontal trajec-
tory, and altitude to resolve potential trajectory conflicts
between aircraft during the strategic phase. However, altitude
allocation can only resolve conflicts during the cruise phase
of the aircraft, so it is generally combined with other conflict
resolution methods to resolve conflicts across the entire track
[5]. In 2016, Heinz Erzberger of the NASA AMES Center
proposed a design method and basic algorithm for a future
system with high autonomy in the terminal airspace, using
a trajectory and time allocation algorithm. The main purpose
of this algorithm is to resolve conflicts and avoid dangerous
convective weather. The algorithm is used to solve the con-
flict caused by the loss of aircraft separation, considering
the situation including speed, same altitude level, and altitude
change. It also provides a means to redistribute the approach
of aircraft to the runway in order to reduce delays. These
algorithms provide a method for generating conflict-free tra-
jectory planning for traffic in the terminal area. Using
Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport and Dallas Love
Field, the research team was able to successfully simulate
the arrival and departure of aircraft traffic [6].

The main focus of the models considered in the previous
research is to predict the flight path with only limited focus
on predicting the passing time of the aircraft, with the verifi-
cation of simulations based on assumptions and lacking ref-
erence to the flight plan. Based on flight plans, this paper
predicts the trajectory of the aircraft’s transit time from the
perspectives of model construction, performance, and transit
time. After taking the convergent waypoint as the object,
analyzing the trajectory of the two flights at the same level,
establishing a protection zone, and judging flight conflict,
we use a speed regulation method to resolve conflicts and
realize the pretactical flow management.

2. Centralized Flight Plan Processing and
Trajectory Planning

Trajectory planning mainly refers to the description of air-
space environment, trajectory prediction, and conflict-free
trajectory planning [7]. The research goal of trajectory plan-
ning is mainly to ensure aircraft flight safety, while consider-
ing various constraints, to provide an optimal route for
flights, reducing conflicts and route changes, and limiting
regulatory intervention.

The flight plan refers to providing air traffic service units
with flight information about the aircraft completing a flight.
It is usually produced by a dispatcher of the company and
provided to the flight crew; it typically includes data such as
the time of shifting gear, payload and balance, fuel quantity,
weather data, route data, aircraft type, navigation notice
among other data.

China has proposed the establishment of an air traffic
control system operating system based on the flight planning
service core of the National Flight Planning Unified Process-
ing Center (NFPS) [8]. The trajectory planning based on the
centralized processing of the flight plan in the pretactical

phase means that the airspace user can determine the operat-
ing parameters of the entire aircraft after receiving the flight
plan from anywhere several months to several hours prior to
take-off, obtaining the flight profile and flight path prediction
of the aircraft. The altitude or speed of the aircraft operating
in certain airspace is adjusted to achieve conflict-free opera-
tion. The specific steps are that the aircraft operator or agent
submits the flight plan of the flight to the flight plan central
processing center system at a SITA or AFTN address at least
two and a half hours prior to EOBT. The system performs
syntax and semantic checks on each submitted flight plan,
extracting accurate altitude, time, and speed information of
flight crossing waypoints from the track model data, and
generates flight track profiles through calculation, enabling
conflict-free planning [9]. Finally, trajectory planning
instructions are distributed and fed back to the control unit,
aircraft operator, and flight crew. It can also provide flight
planning data to the tower electronic process bill, air traffic
control cooperative decision-making CDM, and AMAN/D-
MAN sorting of arrivals and departures, supporting national
strategic, pretactical, tactical, and postevent flow manage-
ment at various stages to achieve airspace capacity analysis
and evaluation, optimizing operating efficiency. The process
is shown in Figure 1.

3. Aircraft Trajectory Prediction Based on
Centralized Processing of Flight Plans

Aircraft trajectory prediction chiefly uses BADA prediction
model data and aircraft transit time prediction as its main
components [10], typically based on the country’s navigation
data compilation route for horizontal, speed and altitude
profile prediction, and key point flow prediction model.

3.1. Trajectory Prediction Based on BADA

3.1.1. Horizontal Trajectory. An aircraft’s flight trajectory is
projected in both horizontal and vertical directions. Judging
from the horizontal projection of the track, the horizontal
track is to connect the waypoints on the route with a straight
line and turn around at or near a waypoint to continue
straight flight, building a turn model at the junction of the
flight segments [3]. General flight uses inscribed turning
points as shown in Figure 2.

The method for calculating the heading angle is as fol-
lows: calculate the center angle α of BC. The distance the
aircraft needs to fly can be calculated based on the flight time
t and speed v in the BC segment. It is known that the OC
heading angle is δ, and the AB heading angle is θ, and the
OC heading angle is obtained:

δ = θ + α −
π

2
: ð1Þ

Turning angle during turning on horizontal track:

Rturn =
V2

gs

g tan ϕ
: ð2Þ
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Among them, Rturn is the turning radius, Vgs is the
ground speed when turning, and φ is the aircraft roll angle.

3.1.2. Vertical Profile. The vertical model of the aircraft is cal-
culated based on the flight profile. The flight profile ignores
the horizontal track and displays the altitude, speed, and time
information of the aircraft in flight within a two-dimensional
coordinated system. Aircraft operations are divided into
three stages: climb, cruise, and descent [11]. These stages
cover constant speed climb, constant Mach number climb,
constant Mach number cruise, constant speed drop, constant
Mach number drop, etc. The model equations are listed using
Newton’s second law and the principle of conservation of
ability.

m
dv
dt

= F cos α + ϕp

� �
−D −mg sin θ,

m
dθ
dt

= F cos α + ϕp

� �
+ L −mg sin θ,

8>><
>>: ð3Þ

F −Dð ÞvTAS =mg
dh
dt

=mvTAS
dvTAS
dt

, ð4Þ

wherem is the weight of the aircraft, g is the acceleration
of gravity, h is the height of the aircraft, F is the thrust of the
engine, and the direction forms an installation angle φp along
the axis of the engine and the axis of the fuselage; L is the lift,
L = CL × ð1/2ÞρV2S, and v is the flight speed; D is the resis-
tance; α is the angle of attack and θ is the track angle; vTAS
is the vacuum speed.

Aircraft forces include total aerodynamic force R, gravity
W, thrust T , lift L, resistance D = ð1/2ÞCDρ ⋅ V2

TAS ⋅ S, eleva-
tion angle α, and path angle γ. The lift L of an aircraft during
flight depends on factors such as dynamic pressure and wing
area (S) [12]. CD and CL are the drag coefficient and lift
coefficient given by the aircraft performance parameters.

Thrust Tdes, low = CTdes,low × Tmax,climb during the cruise
phase.

3.2. The Impact of Wind on Aircraft. According to the flight
plan, the route mileage of a flight segment is S, the flight
speed extracted in the flight plan is V , and the estimated time
to fly over the waypoint is S/V .

The conversion formula of atmospheric temperature and
aircraft vacuum speed:

VTAS = 1479:1 ×
tLOC
tMSL

1 +
η

δ

� �1/3:5
− 1

� �� �1/2
: ð5Þ

A

B
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𝛼

Figure 2: Arc trajectory algorithm.
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Figure 1: Flow chart of flight path planning for flight plan centralized processing system.
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In the formula:

η = 1 + 0:2 ×
VCAS
661:5

� 	2
" #3:5

, ð6Þ

δ =
1 − 6:087759 × 10−6 × hp

 �5:25588, hp ≤ 30689ft,

0:2233609 × exp
30689 − hp
20805:8

� �
, hp > 30689ft:

8>><
>>:

ð7Þ
Among them, VTAS refers to the vacuum speed; VCAS

refers to the calibrated airspeed; tLOC refers to the actual tem-
perature of the location of the aircraft; tMSL = 288:15 K refers
to the standard air pressure temperature at sea level; hp refers
to the altitude of the aircraft.

High-altitude wind refers to the airflow in a horizontal
flow state at a certain distance from the ground surface (gen-
erally, vertical airflow is not defined as high-altitude wind)
[13]. The aircraft spends most of its time in the cruise phase
and is affected by the high-altitude wind environment. The
high-altitude wind speed directly affects the aircraft’s ground
speed and transit time. Aircraft are also affected by high-
altitude wind and are often modeled by a heading speed tri-
angle composed of three vectors of airspeed, ground speed,
and wind [14]. The navigation wind vector triangle is shown
in Figure 3 [15].

The relationship between aircraft ground speed, vacuum
speed, and wind speed is

VGS = VTAS × cos θ +VWS × cos α: ð8Þ

Among them, VGS refers to the ground speed, VWS refers
to the wind speed,VWS =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
U2 +V2

p
, and α refers to the wind

direction angle, when 180∘ ≥ α ≥ 90∘ is upwind, when VGS
<VWS is downwind. θ represents the drift angle, the angle
between VGS and VWS.

Substituting the formula into the formula, the relation-
ship between aircraft ground speed and temperature and
wind speed is obtained:

VGS = 1479:1 ×
tLOC
tMSL

1 +
η

δ

h i1/3:5
− 1

� �1/2
× cos θVWS × cos α: ð9Þ

3.3. Aircraft Traffic Forecast. A waypoint is a node where the
route crosses and converges. Traffic flow converges here,
which is the crux of aircraft congestion and conflict [16].
Dependent on the flight plan, the flow of the waypoint passed
by the flight is predicted, and the waypoint is provided for
conflict-free trajectory planning. The intersection flow pre-
diction model for aircraft flow based on the flight plan is

CE = FEi,Q,T ,L + FEj,Q,T ,L, ð10Þ

CW = FWi,Q,T ,L + FWj,Q,T ,L, ð11Þ
CQ,T = CE + CW : ð12Þ

Among them, FEi,Q,T ,L is the number of the ith route at
the intersection Q in the eastward direction of level L in unit
time T ; FEj,Q,T ,L is the number of the jth route at intersection
Q in the eastward direction of level L in unit time T ; FWi,Q,T ,L
is the number of the ith route at the intersection Q in the
westward direction of level L in unit time T ; FWj,Q,T ,L is the
number of the jth route at intersection Q in the westward
direction of level L in unit time T ; CE is the total number of
aircraft in each altitude unit time T from east to west at inter-
section Q; CW is the total number of aircraft in each altitude
unit time T from west to east at intersection Q; CQ,T is the
unit of each altitude at intersection Q, the total number of
aircraft in time T .

4. Aircraft Conflict Resolution Based on
Centralized Processing of Flight Plans

4.1. Problem Assumption. Conflict detection means that as
the aircraft flies along a predetermined route, the ground
monitoring system calculates the time when it passes the
intersection based on the aircraft’s position and speed infor-
mation and determines whether the aircraft will collide with
other aircraft passing through the intersection either at the
intersection or at less than the minimum interval standard.

(1) The aircraft flies at a fixed altitude when cruising.
Therefore, the problem of height change can be
ignored, and the three-dimensional, multidimen-
sional problem is simplified to a two-dimensional
conflict resolution problem for processing

(2) The aircraft flies at a constant speed and flies on the
centerline of the route, regardless of deviation factors,
assuming that the range of flight speed is 20% of nor-
mal flight speed

(3) While the aircraft is in flight, the preset route of the
flight plan remains unchanged, the aircraft is used
as a mass point, and the direction of motion is the
course of the route, without considering factors such
as track error and route weather

(4) When the distance between two aircraft is 10 km (5n
mile) the flight plan centralized processing system
needs to carry out conflict-free trajectory planning.
From the moment another aircraft enters the pro-
tected area, the two aircraft begin to clash. This paper
studies two aircraft flying at the same altitude and
converging waypoints, calculating the moment of

VGS

VWS

𝛼

𝜃

VTAS

Figure 3: Apparent wind vector triangle.
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conflict between the two aircraft, the duration of the
conflict, and the conflict resolution [17]

4.2. Conflict-Free Planning Model. The two planes are A and
B, the speed is V , and the heading angle is α. The coordinates
of aircraft A are ðXA, YAÞ, and the coordinates of aircraft B
are ðXB, YBÞ.

The distance between the two planes is S:

S =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
XA − XBð Þ2 + YA − YBð Þ2

q
: ð13Þ

In the formula:

XA = XA 0ð Þ + VAt cos αA, ð14Þ

YA = YA 0ð Þ +VAt sin αA, ð15Þ

XB = XA 0ð Þ + VAt cos αAXA = XB 0ð Þ + VBt cos αA, ð16Þ

YB = YB 0ð Þ +VBt sin αA: ð17Þ
When S ≤ 10 km, the aircraft conflicts.
The conflict of aircraft at the convergence point is a cross

conflict; after passing through the intersection, it will evolve
into a chasing conflict. In this case, the airspace environment
becomes more complicated and needs to be optimized on the
basis of the cross model.

When calculating the conflict between two aircraft at one
time t, choose one aircraft as the reference standard, adjust its
speed in advance at a waypoint before the key point, and
ensure that the lateral separation between the two aircraft
meets the minimum separation standard before and after
reaching the convergent waypoint. The constraint condition
of the aircraft speed adjustment range is Vmin ≤V + ΔV ≤
Vmax. Based on the relative positions of the two airplanes,
the constraint condition of the position change parameter
Δt is established, and the speed adjustment interval ½V1, V2�
is determined. According to the parameters of the two air-
planes, the speed vector difference of the two airplanes A
and B at any time is obtained as

VA − VB =
VA + ΔVAð Þ cos αA
VA + ΔVAð Þ sin αA

( )
−

VB + ΔVBð Þ cos αB
VB + ΔVBð Þ sin αB

( )
:

ð18Þ

Draw two straight lines parallel to vector VA −VB and
tangent to the circular protection area of aircraft B, and call
them the shadow of aircraft B along the direction of aircraft
A. When the protected area of aircraft A intersects with the
shadow of aircraft B, a conflict will occur, as shown in
Figure 4 [18].

After the two aircraft are tangent to one point after their
protection area is expanded, when the angle between the
common tangent line on the right side of the two aircraft
and the heading of aircraft B is greater than θ1, the two air-
craft have no conflict, or when the common tangent line on
the left is greater than θ2, the two aircraft have no conflict.

The angle between the center of the two aircraft and the
common tangent of the two aircraft is θ3, and θ4 is the angle
between the line of the center of the circle and aircraft B. The
two common tangents pass through the tangent points of the
two expansion circles, and the distance between the two air-
craft is D. Among them, the parameters are

θ1 = θ3 + θ4,

θ2 = θ4 − θ3,

θ3 = arcsin
10
D

� 	
:

ð19Þ

The angle between the speed vector difference and the x
-axis is θ5, then

tan θ5 =
VA + ΔVAð Þ sin αA − VB + ΔVBð Þ sin αB
VA + ΔVAð Þ cos αA − VB + ΔVBð Þ cos αB

: ð20Þ

The speed control model of the aircraft is

ΔV =min ΔVj j, i = 1, 2, 3⋯ n,

s:t:

Vmin ≤V + ΔV ≤ Vmax,

D ≥ 10,

tan θ5 ≥ tan θ1:

8>><
>>:

ð21Þ

When the aircraft resolves the conflict at the convergence
point, it is also necessary to consider the catch-up situation
when flying the same route. The model is when aircraft A
reaches the convergence point, take A as the reference object
and then adjust the speed according to the intersection point.
Obtain the flight time t to the convergence point of A:

Aircraft A

Aircraft B

𝜃1

𝜃4

𝜃2 𝜃3

Figure 4: Conflict converging point operation status.
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xA tð Þ = x0A + cos θv,

yA tð Þ = y0A + sin θv:
ð22Þ

The initial position of airplane B relative to airplane A is
XAB:

XAB =
x0A − x0B

y0A − y0B

 !
: ð23Þ

The distance between the straight line and the origin is
used to ensure that the two aircraft are flying at a safe
distance. The distance between the two aircraft is the speed
V of aircraft B, and the flight time is t. Then, the conflict-
free speed regulation formula under the catch-up conflict is

D − d = XAB + V + ΔVð Þt − d ≥ 0,

Vmin ≤V + ΔV ≤Vmax:
ð24Þ

When the aircraft is operating in the airspace, safety can
only be guaranteed when the distance between the aircraft
meets the minimum separation standard of 10 km and
remains within a reasonable safety value. Figure 5 is a flow
chart of conflict-free trajectory planning.

5. Simulation

The data in this experiment is real data from the Shanghai
Flight Plan Processing Center. Since the flight plan process-
ing center processes a lot of flight plans every day, this exper-
iment only extracts the flight plan of flight CSC8963 for
trajectory prediction. However, due to the limited number
of flight plans processed by the simulation system, only
changes in the conflict situation within a period of time are
considered, and because the speed regulation method may
cause flight conflicts in other airspaces on the entire flight
route, this article does not consider any adjustments. For
other flight conflicts caused by speed, only flight conflicts
within limited airspace are considered.

Below is an extract of the flight plan report (FPL) from
CCA1532 Chongqing Shuangbei Airport (ZUCK) to Nanjing
Lukou Airport (ZSNJ) on October 22, 2019, from the
Centralized Flight Plan Processing Center:

(FPL-CCA1532-IS
-B738/H-SDE1E2E3FGHIJ5M1RWYP2/EB1D1
-ZUCK0430
-K0800S1070 OGOMO/K0815S0750 H143 GAO/K0869

S1010 B213 WHA R343 MADUK/K0756S0630 R343 P282/
K0754S0630 R343 EKIMU

-ZSNJ0700 ZSPD ZSOF)
According to the flight plan, the equipment model is

B738, the route is OGOMO-H143-GAO-B213-WHA-R343-
MADUK-R343-P282-R343-EKIMU, and the total length is
approximately 1600 kilometers. The estimated time to with-
draw the gear is 04:30 (UTC), and the estimated total flight
time is 2h30m. This article estimates that the taxiing and
off-runway waiting time is 15 minutes, and the take-off time
is 04:45 (UTC). Assuming that under the international stan-

dard atmosphere, the wind speed in the cruise section is 10 kt,
and the sea pressure is corrected to 1013.25 hpha.

Select the real-time trajectory of the flight on October 22,
2019, and the comparison between the real-time key point
data and the predicted flight profile parameters is shown in
Table 1.

The prediction profile based on flight altitude, speed, and
time is compared with the simulation results of the real-time
trajectory. Due to real-time speed changes, passenger and
fuel capacity, human factors, and changes in route weather,
there will be differences in transit time, speed, and altitude.
Comparison results are shown in Figure 6.

The Chongqing Airlines Operations Control Department
submits the flight plan to the central processing center sys-
tem for the flight plan at least two and a half hours before
EOBT. The system sends the flight profile and trajectory pre-
diction in the form of feedback telegram to the Chongqing
Aviation Operation Control Center and distributes it to the
control units including the airport tower, approach, and area
adjustments that provide control services for the flight.

Obtain the predicted flight path of the aircraft

The initial position of the aircraft, flight parameters X,Y,
speed Vand heading angle

Use the speed adjustment model to control the
passing speed

Determine the point of conflict between two aircraft

The interval between the two machines meets the control
interval standard and obtains a new speed and time

Conflict detection in to the next intersection of aircraft

Is the separation between the
intersection and other aircraftless than the specified

separation standard?

Are all aircraft detected at the
same time?

Start

End

No

Yes

No

Yes

Figure 5: Route planning process of aircraft conflict-free trajectory.
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If we assume that flight CCA1532 is delayed by 1 hour
and 30 minutes due to a thunderstorm in the field, then
according to the flight plan centralized processing require-
ments when the flight delay time is greater than 15 minutes
and less than 20 hours, the company should submit a delay
report to the processing center, which the flight plan central-
ized processing center accepts no later than the EOBT in the

current flight plan. The 20-hour delay report flight plan is
received by the centralized processing center and has reexe-
cuted track prediction, track planning, and key point flow
statistics. The time of arriving at WADUK due to delay is
7:59:53 (UTC), and the flight plan information of the flight
passing through WADUK point in the time period of
07:30–08:30 (UTC) is shown in Table 2.

Table 1: CCA1532 waypoint parameters.

Key
point

Latitude and longitude
coordinates

Forecast speed
(km/h)

Predicted
height (m)

Forecast past
time (UTC)

Real-time pass
(UTC)

Real-time
height (m)

Real-time speed
(km/h)

OGOMO 105.005000E 29.851667N 815 7500 4:55:15 4:55:15 6749 770

GAO 106.188333E 29.810000N 870 10100 5:06:05 5:04:50 8876 910

WHA 114.203333E 29.781667N 870 10100 6:03:50 6:04:25 10670 896

MADUK 118.105000E 30.718333N 755 6300 6:29:53 6:29:52 10092 860

P282 119.366667E 30.616667N 755 6300 6:38:54 6:35:58 8879 849

SASAN 120.320000E 30.590000N 755 6300 6:45:01 6:43:02 6310 715

EKIMU 121.110000E 30.351667N 755 4500 6:51:20 6:50:06 144 637

Comparison of aircraft's
predicted altitude and real-time altitude profile

Real-time height profile

1000

800

600

400

200

0
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000

Predicted height profile
Real-time velocity profile
Predicted velocity profile

H
ei

gh
t (

m
)

Comparison of aircraft
predicted speed and real-time speed profile

Time (t)
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000

Time (t)

Sp
ee

d 
(k

m
/h

)

800

600

400

200

0

Figure 6: Comparison between real-time trajectory profile and trajectory prediction profile.

Table 2: Based on the flight plan, the flow of flights passing through WADUK point in the same time period.

Flight
number

Pass WADUK
height

Speed
Point time through
WADUK (UTC)

Flight
number

Pass WADUK
height

Speed
Point time through
WADUK (UTC)

CCA1948 9800m 840 km/h 7:30:24 CES2976 8900m 848 km/h 8:05:27

CQH8888 10700m 850 km/h 7:41:30 CSC8963 10700m 780 km/h 8:05:45

CHB6235 10100m 850 km/h 7:50:22 CES5475 8100m 805 km/h 8:06:27

CCA4505 10100m 800 km/h 7:53:08 CES5408 9500m 845 km/h 8:06:30

CES5436 9500m 0.78M 7:53:09 CSN6277 8450m 840 km/h 8:06:37

CES9715 9500m 849 km/h 7:57:50 CUA5817 8900m 857 km/h 8:15:53

CSZ8612 8500m
0.78
Mach

7:58:36 CSH9412 10700m 850 km/h 8:15:55

DKH1120 9500m 847 km/h 8:00:14 CCA157 10100m 0.78M 8:19:07

CSC8629 10100m 869 km/h 8:00:50 TBA9881 7500m 839 km/h 8:25:20

CSZ9532 10100m 759 km/h 8:01:31 CES9944 7500m 736 km/h 8:29:50
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According to the aircraft speed, it is estimated that the
flight time between the two aircraft is 2min. The aircraft
needs to assess whether a conflict exists. Both CEZ9532 and
CSC8629 are conflicted within a factor of 2min and
10100m, with the time and speed of the aircraft passing the
convergence point needing to be adjusted in advance to
achieve conflict-free trajectory planning. The maximum
cruising speed of B738 is 954 km/h as the maximum speed
adjustment, and the minimum smooth speed is 470 km/h as
the minimum speed adjustment. Adjust the speed of aircraft
B. Aircraft A’s speed remains unchanged, taking the position
of flight B (GUGAM) as the origin of coordinates and the
time of arrival at GUGAM as the reference. At this time,
flight A is located at B213, which is 14701m from WTM
(30.701949, 113.636543). The flight plan information of the
two flights is shown in Table 3, and the route map and
two-dimensional coordinates are shown in Figure 7.

Using MATLAB to simulate, when t = 445 s, the two
machines conflict, which is less than the standard value
of the minimum safe interval, and the relative position
interval between the two machines is gradually reduced.
When t = 489 s, when aircraft A reaches the MADUK
point, the distance in the conflict is 9030m, and the inter-
val gradually increases. When t = 530 s, aircraft B reaches
the MADUK point, and the interval between the two air-
craft is 9936m. Until t = 533 s conflict ends, the conflict
time lasts for 88 s, and therefore, speed adjustment is
required. Figure 8 reflects a complete process in which
two aircraft converge and conflict on the route from
GUGAM to MADUK with the initial position GUGAM
of the B aircraft as the starting point.

The simulation result shows that the speed of flight B is
ΔVB = −3m/s. The speed of flight B after speed adjustment
is 216m/s, which extends the time for aircraft B to pass

WHA point by 7 s, and the time for aircraft B to pass
MADUK to 537 s. When the time for flight A to reach
MADUK is t = 489 s, the interval between the two aircraft is
10497m; when the time from B to MADUK point is t = 537
s, the interval between the two aircraft is 12.941 km.
Figure 9 shows the aircraft time and relative position changes
after speed adjustment. By adjusting speed, it can be ensured
that the two flights meet the required safety interval standard
during any time on the route where the MADUK point con-
verges, and after passing the MADUK point, there will be no
chasing conflicts, realizing the freedom of the two aircraft.

When the flight plan centralized processing center han-
dles this convergence conflict, the flight plan telegram of
flight CSZ9532 needs to be reduced from GUGAM point to
778 km/h from 789 km/h, and the time after MADUK point
is increased by 7 s, and finally arrives. The MADUK time is
8:01:38 (UTC) to ensure that the flight path with the

Table 3: Flight plan information.

Number
Flight
number

Airway
Starting point (latitude and

longitude)
Initial point time

(UTC)
Time to reach MADUK

(UTC)
Height
(m)

Speed
(m/s)

Course

A CSC8629 B213 112.990070E 30.631215N 7:52:41 8:00:50 10100 241 86°

B CSZ9532 A581
113.185000E 30.216667N

(GUGAM)
7:52:41 8:01:31 10100 219 61°

Two flight position maps with
the initial position of flight B as the origin of the coordinates

Starting point of flight A

Starting point of flight B

MADUK

MADUK

SAGUD

WTM

WTM

GUGAMGUGAM

90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10

–10
–20 0 20 40 60 80 100

0

Figure 7: Two flight positions with the initial position of flight B as the coordinate origin.

The relative position
change curve of two aircraft based on B aircraft
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Figure 8: Change of relative position of flight based on B aircraft
position.
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CSZ9532 flight through the MADUK point realizes conflict-
free trajectory planning after the delay of CSC8629.

Therefore, the revised flight plan is as follows:
(FPL-CCA1532-IS
-B738/H-SDE1E2E3FGHIJ5M1RWYP2/EB1D1
-ZUCK0430
-K0800S1070 OGOMO/K0815S0750 H143 GAO/K0869

S1010 B213 WHA R343 MADUK/K0789S0630 R343 P282/
K0754S0630 R343 EKIMU

-ZSNJ0700 ZSPD ZSOF)
The flight plan centralized processing center will

feedback the revised flight plan of CSZ9532 to Air China’s
performance, dispatch, and related departments two hours
prior to the flight’s EOBT. The operation control center will
recalculate the flight profile and fuel volume and other
related data, informing the crew of the relevant changes,
making necessary adjustments for anticollision and speed
adjustment in GUGAM before take-off.

6. Conclusion

This paper combines the centralized processing of flight
plans with trajectory-based operations, proposing flight
trajectory planning under flow management during the pre-
tactical stage. Firstly, the aircraft performance model is estab-
lished, focusing on the aircraft passing time, aircraft profile,
and trajectory prediction. Subsequently, a forecast of aircraft
passing traffic is undertaken, and finally, the conflict-free tra-
jectory planning of multiple aircraft is recorded and studied.

(1) This article establishes a flow forecast model for the
convergence point in the cruise phase and establishes
a conflict-free planning model for the convergence
waypoint. By adjusting the speed of a waypoint
before the convergence point, the time for the aircraft
to pass the convergence point is effectively controlled

(2) The results of extracting the flight plan of CSC8963
for simulation and verification show that it can
realize the trajectory planning of the aircraft in the

pretactical stage and apply this to the centralized
processing system of the flight plan

Through this research, it can effectively reduce the work-
load of the controller by reducing the need to monitor and
issue instructions, providing greater scope to deal with
potential conflicts before they occur, and improve flight
safety and efficiency, which can be applied in practice. The
data in this experiment are real data from the Shanghai Flight
Planning Processing Center. As the integrity of the data
continues to improve, the efficiency of problem solving will
be further improved.
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